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Weird Laws in California 2022
California known beautiful beaches, bustling cities, of course, weird laws! Some
laws seem strange, enforceable, so stay informed. Let`s take look unusual laws

.California 2022

Weird Laws in California
Description Law

It is illegal to hunt whales in California, which seems
reasonable given the state`s commitment to environmental

.conservation
Whale Hunting

It illegal drive car California animals mating backseat. This
law may seem comical, but it reflects the state`s dedication to

.safe driving practices

Driving with
Animals

In California, it is illegal to peel an orange in your bathtub.
This law dates time plumbing systems advanced, peels likely

.clog drains

Peeling Oranges
in Bathtub

While these laws may seem strange, they serve as a reminder that the legal
system is always evolving to address unique challenges. Stay informed aware laws

.state avoid unexpected legal trouble

Case Study: The Orange Peeling Law
One  talked-about  Weird  Laws  in  California  prohibition  Peeling  Oranges  in
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Bathtub.  Despite  its  humorous  nature,  this  law  actually  has  a  historical
background. Early 20th century, plumbing systems sophisticated today, orange
peels likely clog drains. This law serves as a reminder of how society has evolved
.over time and shows the importance of adapting laws to changing circumstances

California is a diverse and unique state with a rich history and a set of quirky laws
that reflect its individuality. While laws seem unusual, often practical historical
basis.  Stay  informed  laws  state  remember  legal  system  constantly  adapting
address  new challenges  circumstances.  Staying  aware  laws,  contribute  safer

.harmonious society

Exploring Weird Laws in California
2022

California  known  unique  sometimes  strange  laws.  Contract  serves  outline
.exploration  examination  laws  year  2022

Contract
Explorers of California Laws Parties

January 1, 2022 Date

This contract outlines terms conditions exploration
.examination Weird Laws in California year 2022

Scope

The Explorers of California Laws conduct thorough research
analysis existing laws California year 2022. This includes
identifying, categorizing, and documenting the weird and

unusual laws that may exist in the state. The exploration will
cover various areas such as criminal laws, civil laws, and

.administrative laws

Terms

All information discovered and documented during the
exploration of California laws must be kept confidential and

not disclosed to any third parties without prior written consent
.from the Parties involved in this contract

Confidentiality



This contract serves legal agreement Parties involved
exploration Weird Laws in California year 2022. Disputes

.arising contract resolved arbitration state California
Conclusion

Frequently Asked Legal Questions
Weird Laws in California 2022

Answer Question

Wow, can you believe it? Yes, it`s actually a real law!
Section 371 of the California Penal Code prohibits anyone
from whistling for the purpose of luring fish. It`s one of

those strange, quirky laws that make you wonder about its
.origins

Is it true that it`s .1
illegal to whistle
under water in

?California

Surprisingly, yes! California Vehicle Code Section 21202
actually prohibits riding a bicycle in a swimming pool. It`s
definitely one of those head-scratching laws that you never

!thought you`d need to know about, but here we are

Are laws riding .2
bicycle swimming

?pool

Believe it or not, there`s no specific law about driving with
a gorilla in the backseat in California. However, if the
gorilla is obstructing your view or somehow causing a

safety hazard, you could still get slapped with a ticket for
.it. So, maybe just leave the gorilla at home

Can really get .3
ticket driving

?gorilla backseat

Well, well, well, who would`ve thought? Yes, in some
California cities, it is indeed illegal to whistle while
walking at night. This odd law is meant to prevent

potential disturbances and keep the peace in residential
?areas. It`s a curious little tidbit, isn`t it

Is it illegal to .4
whistle while

?walking at night

Yes, actually law this! In Los Angeles, illegal bathe two
babies tub time. The rationale behind this law is unclear,

.but it`s certainly an interesting piece of trivia

Are laws bathing .5
two babies tub

?time



Believe it or not, carrying a concealed water gun is
prohibited by law in California. According to California

Penal Code Section 20200, it is illegal to carry a concealed
dirk, dagger, or any other stabbing weapon, including
?water guns. It`s a funny little quirk in the law, isn`t it

Can I legally .6
carry a concealed

?water gun

Yes, it`s true! In some California cities, it is actually illegal
to play hopscotch on a sidewalk. This odd law is meant to

prevent potential obstructions and keep the sidewalks
clear for pedestrians. It`s definitely one of those peculiar

.laws that make you raise an eyebrow

Is it true that it`s .7
illegal to play

hopscotch on a
?sidewalk

Believe it or not, it is illegal to walk around with an ice
cream cone in your back pocket in California. This strange

law dates back to the 19th century, when it was used to
prevent horse theft. While it may seem ridiculous now, it`s

!still technically on the books

Can I legally .8
walk around with
an ice cream cone
?in my back pocket

Yes, some California cities have laws that prohibit feeding
pigeons in public areas. The intention behind these laws is

to control the pigeon population and prevent potential
health hazards. It`s definitely a curious aspect of local

?legislation, don`t you think

Are laws feeding .9
?pigeons public

Yes, in California, it is actually illegal to drive a car in a
housecoat. While the law does not specifically mention

housecoats, it falls under the broader category of driving
in an “exposed state of undress,” which includes wearing
bathrobes, pajamas, and yes, housecoats. It`s a peculiar

?law with a touch of humor, isn`t it

Is it true that .10
it`s illegal to drive a
?car in a housecoat


